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Approaches to public administration management
THE «BIRTH» OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
The administrative systems have evolved in parallel
with the forms of government
The development of the "modern" state in the
Middle Ages is linked to the development of
bureaucracy
However, the public administration emerged as a
practice (development of the monetary economy,
emergence of the rule of law and mass democracy)
and as a theory at the end of the 1800s, it was
formalized between 1900 and 1920 and lasted more
or less. less unchanged until the end of the 1970s
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CHARACTERISTICS OF BUREAUCRACY (I)
The emergence of administrative systems has the
following factors:
 the concentration of power within a specific and delimited
territory; the stable presence of objectives that require the
collaboration of a community of individuals
 Bureaucracy is a more typical organizational phenomenon than
modern society

The process of bureaucratization is linked to that of
rationalization, as a central trend of the modernization
process
The bureaucratic phenomenon extends from the field of
politics (state apparatus, mass parties) and the economy
(markets and financial institutions) to the broader set of
social relations (school and associationism ...)
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CHARACTERISTICS OF BUREAUCRACY (II)
There is a strong parallelism between large
organizational areas and a tendency to
bureaucratization
The bureaucratic-type organizational control model
seems to be the answer to the problem of the
control and efficiency of large organizations (large
number of members and operating units)
What we now call the traditional model of public
administration actually established itself as an
epochal reform movement (Hughes, 2003)
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MAX WEBER (1864-1920) I
Types of power:
1. charismatic (eg, great revolutionary leaders, great captains of industry
...), defined as irrational and revolutionary that presents rudimentary
or non-existent administrative apparatus
2. traditional (eg feudalism), which serves as the administrative
apparatus of the nobility. The subordinates are subjects and the
sovereign has a power-transmitted through inheritance-unlimited
3. rational-legal (modern state), which is based on the fairness of the
law and descends from an abstract and universal order. Whoever
exercises power is subject to the observance of the power that binds
the subordinates. The administrative apparatus of legal power is
bureaucracy
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WOODROW WILSON (1856-1924)
The administration must remain outside the political
sphere. Politicians are in charge of setting goals for
administrators and should not manipulate their offices
and activities. The public administration is the detailed
and systematic execution of law

The bureaucracy was intended as a neutral system,
permanent and meritocratic, foreign to both politics
and to the definition of policies
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FREDERICK TAYLOR (1856-1915)

The standardization of work involved identifying
only one better way to work and an intensive /
extensive control to verify the maintenance of
standards
Taylor's "scientific management" was in perfect
agreement with the theory of bureaucracy: the
skills of the administrator, the drafting of manuals
that governed every case, the supremacy of
rationality and impersonality
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Administration before
bureaucracy

Bureaucracy
1880-1910

"Personal"

“legal”

Based on loyalty to an individual

Based on loyalty to an organization

Tenure
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The failure of ambitious reform policies initiated during the
reconstruction period after World War II
Mistrust in the ability of the State, on its own, to ensure coordination
to guide socio-economic development

The search for alternative models:
a) Late 70s - 90s: NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
b) End of the 1990s - 2000: GOVERNANCE
10

Managerial approach in the
New Public Management (NPM)
NEGLI ANNI ‘80-’90

Improvement of public management
related to the restructuring of
national economies
Political turnover in the UK;
Canada, New Zealand and Australia

Leadership and political consensus
have prevented cuts in the
provision of public services
The first oil shock in the western countries of the
1970s led to an economic crisis and a sudden
reduction in the budget
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NPM Common features
•Privatization and downsizing of the public sector
•Market and quasi-market systems

•Emphasis from inputs to outputs and from procedures to results
•Measurement of result
•Agencies, more autonomous organizations
•Greater flexibility
•Relations with politicians (transparency / return to the spoil system)
•Relations with stakeholders (CRM, service cards)
12

Why a global phenomenon?

•Economic crisis
•“Travelling ideas”
•international elites
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Criticisms


The model is based on economic theories, sometimes based on unrealistic
hypotheses such as the rationality of individuals. These limits are
transferred to their application in the public sector (Hughes, 2003)



The dominant strand at this time is that of the neoclassical economy, but
there are other strands that predict and encourage greater state
intervention (Hughes, 2003)



Even the economic theories that are valid when applied to economic
systems and the private sector, in the public, lose their meaning



The fact that the managerial model in public administration derives from a
private business model undermines its applicability to operations in the
public sector. In particular, managerialism often represents a revival of
Taylorism (Pollitt, 1993)



The managerial approach involves a return to the "politicization" of the
public service through the spoils system, which had been kept clearly
separated from politicians in the traditional model
14

’90-2000

Governance

A series of political and economic crises of the 80s and 90s
have also undermined the neoliberal and thatcher approaches
to deregulation and privatization
A new paradigm of governance
Non-hierarchical way of governing, in which private (nonpublic) subjects participate in the definition and
implementation of public policies
15

Governance: players
Community (small organizations)

Enterprises
Citizens (individuals)

NPOs
Public Administrations

Media

Politicians
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Governance: common features
1. A scenario with a broad range of stakeholders,
collective problems cannot be addressed and solved
only by public authorities, but require the
cooperation of other actors, such as citizens, ONPs,
companies, media ...
2. Based on both formal rules (laws and regulations)
and informal (tables, joint planning, codes of
conduct and self-regulation)
3. Focus not only on results but also on the process
(relationship between input / output but also
transparency and interaction with stakeholders)
17

Examples of Governance
1.

Direct collaboration between public authorities, trade unions and
companies for tripartite negotiations (example for collective
bargaining) Sweden, Norway, Austria, Italy, Germany, Ireland, Holland

2.

Mixed networks of public and private actors (for profit and non-profit
organizations) For example in the telecommunications sector, in
scientific and technological research, in health care and in social
services

3.

Self-regulation occurs when private parties also perform regulatory
functions that are in the public interest

4.

The so-called "Private Governments" occur when organizations
provide rules and standards on their members not only to serve their
own interests but also the public interest

5.

Participation of citizens and associations in defining public policies /
choices
18

Risks related to Governance
1. Collusion phenomena between the
Government and a Group of stakeholders of
interest (Haufler, 2003)
2. Control and implementation of public interest
choices is not a guarantee for all the
stakeholders (Mayntz, 2001)
3. The costs of public policies and services
increased by the participation of a broad
range of interests
“governance without government”
19

Dimensions in the investigation of public
administrations: 1° dimension
Comprendere le Pubbliche Amministrazioni nella loro:
EXTENSION: the public is present in many aspects of people's lives
and the competitiveness of businesses (the production of wealth)
and the well-being of society as a whole depend on the functioning
of public institutions
COMPLEXITY: public administrations are complex systems (with
reference, for example, to institutional rules or the functioning of
technical-economic processes for public companies)
HETEROGENEITY: part of the complexity derives from the
heterogeneity of the public administrations themselves and the
activities they carry out
20

Relevance of the public sector
In most contexts, public expenditure is
significant
It clearly affects all companies
Relevance and productivity

Public expenditure (% GDP)

Font: Ministry of Treasure, La spesa dello Stato dall’unità d’Italia – Anni 1862-2009, 2011

Dimensions in the investigation of public
administrations: 2° dimension

EFFECTIVENESS
EFFICIENCY

ECONOMICITY

23

The evaluation of public sector activity: creation of value

The concept of an entity that “produces”
value is today used especially to influence the
behavior of those who govern institutions and
those who perform functions as managers in
them, to guide them in the search for the
continuous improvement of the relationship
between effectiveness and efficiency of their
choices
24

The evaluation of public sector activity: effectiveness
consistency between quantity and quality of the
"product" of the activity, considered as
"intermediate result" of administrative activity,
and quantity and quality of needs whose
satisfaction constitutes the "final result“
• Level of demand
unsatisfied

(or

needs)

remained

• Waiting times for access to services
• Detection of user satisfaction
25

The evaluation of public sector activity: efficiency
relationship between quantity and quality of
resources employed and quantity and quality of
services and services produced
Measurements:
Productivity measures
Performance measures
Unit costs for services and services
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The evaluation of public sector activity: economicity

ability to satisfy the needs
considered of public interest by the
community by relying on a flow of
“physiological” wealth, that is
considered economically bearable
and socially acceptable by the
community itself
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The functionality of an appropriate public administrations’
management to the exercise of public powers

Public Powers

Legislative Power

Administrative System in
support of the
Legislative Power

Executive Power

Administrative System in
support of the
Executive Power

Jurisdictional Power

Administrative System in
support of the
Jurisdictional Power
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Example: Administrative System in
support of the Legislative Power
(http://leg16.camera.it/14?conoscerelacamera=69)
The administrative structire of the Camera Dei Deputati
(1800 dipendenti)
SEGRETARIO GENERALE
Servizi

Uffici della Segreteria Generale

Vice Segretari generali

Incarichi Individuali

Servizio Amministrazione

Servizio Informatica

Ufficio Affari generali

Segreteria degli organi per la tutela giurisdizionale

Servizio Assemblea

Servizio per i lavori
e i beni architettonici

Servizio del Cerimoniale

Segreteria Fondo di Previdenza per il personale

Servizio del Personale

Ufficio Commissioni di
Inchiesta, vigilanza, controllo

Responsabile sicurezza e tutela salute
dei lavoratori sul luogo di lavoro

Servizio Prerogative
e Immunità

Uffiicio Pubblicazioni e
Relazioni con il Pubblico

Coordinamento tra gli osservatori legislativi e
giurisprudenziali e per la qualità della legislazione

Servizio Resoconti

Ufficio Rapporti
con l’Unione Europea

Attività di studio e ricerca in materia
di fonti per la storia della legislazione italiana

Servizio
Rapporti Internazionali

Ufficio del Regolamento

Coordinamento delle attività di segreteria
del Gruppo italiano della Unione Interparlamentare

Servizio per la Sicurezza

Ufficio Stampa

Responsabili dei Servizi sanitari e di
pronto soccorso della Camera dei Deputati

Servizio Biblioteca
Servizio Bilancio dello Stato
Servizio Commissioni
Servizio per le Competenze
dei Parlamentari
Servizio per il
Controllo Amministrativo
Servizio per il
Controllo Parlamentare

Servizio Studi

Servizio per la
gestione amministrativa

Servizio Tesoreria
Servizio per i testi normativi

Sito Internet e innovazioni tecnologiche

Avvocatura

Archivio
Storico

Elaborazione raccolta informatizzata dati su quesiti
per prove selettive assunzione personale Camera
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Ministers operating in the Government«Conte»
13 MINISTRIES
Functions of
Organization and Strategy
Foreign affair and int.
cooperation
Intrerior
Justice
Defence

Functions of
Economics

Functions of social and
cultural services

Economics and Finance
Economic development, labour
and social politics
Agricolture, Food, and Forest
policies

Education, University and
Reserach
Art and Turism
Health

Functions related to
Infrasctructures and services
Infrastructure and
Transports
Environmental, Territories
and Sea Affairs

Rapporti con il Parlamento e dem. diretta
Pubblica amministrazione
South

Ministries without «portfolio»

European affairs
Local affairs and communities
Family and disabilities
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Decisional processes
The interacting subjects:
 Institutional bodies: make choices
 Public administrations: instruments
through which public institutions (technostructures) operate
 Stakeholders: Groups of interests

Decisional processes
 Analysis of problems and definition of
policy proposals
 Regulation and operational support for the
internal functioning of the institutions
 Exercise of superordinate functions in
application of the directives of the
institutions
 Provision of services in application of
policies decided by public institutions

POLITICAL, INSTITUTIONAL AND
ECONOMICS MODEL
1.

In carrying out its functions, public administrations adopt three
distinct perspectives of analysis and decision: the political,
institutional and economics model

2.

Each of the three models operates through their own and
distinct logic and objectives

3.

Each of the three models uses different instruments to
enhance the contribution of stakeholders

4.

Each of the three models on the one hand is based on some
scientific paradigms, on the other it stimulates their
development

5.

The decision-making process is the result of the synthesis of
the three models

Public sector groups

 The public group is a complex of independent agencies /
entities / companies with a single reference public
economic entity
 The degree of autonomy of the individual subsidiaries is
different and should be related to the strategic model
adopted by the parent company
 The participation of the public parent company can be
majority or minority
 Groups are disseminated at every level of government
(international and supranational, State, Regional, local)

National bodies of assistance
and social Security

Regional agencies

Institutes and research entities
Constitutional entities

Institutes providing assistance,
ricreative and cultural services

PA

Regulatory economic operations

Economic services

Associations

Independent Regulatory authority

Revenue Agencies
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AGENCIES, PUBLIC SECTOR ENTITIES
AND PUBLIC COMPANIES
- AGENCIES: institutions / bodies / technical-operational units
that carry out their activities in close collaboration with the
higher-level body (eg Revenue agency that refers to the
Ministry of Economy)
- PUBLIC SECTOR ENTITIES: institutions / institutions /
autonomous units that provide public services in quasi-market
contexts (ie at predefined conditions as in the case of tariffs)
or with the direct commissioning of the higher-level body,
sometimes without autonomous legal personality (eg,
companies health, territorial development companies,
Trenitalia)
- PUBLIC COMPANIES: legally and economically autonomous
institutions that operate on the market, matching business
objectives with the public interest (eg, ENI or Poste Italiane)
36

AGENCIES, PUBLIC SECTOR ENTITIES AND
PUBLIC COMPANIES

The aims pursued with the choice of the different forms of management are:
AGENCIES AND PUBLIC COMPANIES:


to specialize and focus an organizational unit (eg ANAS)



to strengthen, sometimes only formally, institutional autonomy (eg RAI) or managerial
autonomy (eg healthcare companies)



to create a unit that can operate in partnership with other public institutions (eg local
development agencies, in which some municipalities and provinces can benefit from
economies of scale or integration) or private entities (acquisition of know-how or funding)



To achieve strategic objectives to implement organizational change (change management)
for example to renew the management overcoming the constraints of the regulations
regarding the APs

PUBLIC ENTERPRISES:
 managing natural monopolies (eg natural deposits of raw materials: oil)
 intervene in sectors or companies in crisis (eg Swissair)
 to promote socio-economic development (eg regional development finance)
 to control strategic sectors for the country (eg air-space companies)
 to create the premises for privatization operations

LEGAL FORMS
There are different legal forms for agencies, companies
and public companies:


Autonomous organizational units without legal personality and
agencies



Autonomous public body



Public companies



Private companies



Foundations of participation

Different forms of governance correspond to different legal
forms, operating rules and legality control tools e economic
efficiency of the action
38

LEGAL FORMS
Legal
Forms
Governance

Autonomous
entity/Agency

Public sector
entity

Public sector
company

Community
Foundation

Power control

Unincorporated
=> public body

Public sector
entity100%

stocks

Each founder has
got a vote

Managerial
autonomy

In relation to
applicable acts
and regulation

Within the limits
of the controlling
body's mandate

Within the
statutory limits

Autonomous
economic subject
with politicalmoral constraint

Legal font

Administrative

Administrative

Private

Private
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Italian Public Companies
ENI: adjusted operating profit: € 2.32 billion / 32.733 - Energy

ENEL: around 69,000 employees and 61 million users globally Electricity

State Railways: net result 722 million euros / 70,180 employees Transportation

Poste Italiane: total revenues amount to € 33.1 billion / 141,000
approximately employees - Postal services and banking

Consolidated Financial Statements 2016-2017

The Municipality of Milan
COMUNE DI MILANO

SOGEMI SpA
99,97%

A2A SpA
27,45%

MI RISTORAZIONE SpA 99%

AMSA SpA
100%

MILANO SPORT SpA
99,87%

ATM SpA
100%

MILANO MARE SpA
18,60%

MM SpA
100%

AFM SpA
20%

SEA SpA
84,56%
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The Municipality of Milan areas of intervention



A2A SpA: gas and energy



AMSA SpA: waste collection



ATM SpA: transport



SOGEMI SpA: markets



MM Spa: subways



SEA SpA: airport services



Milano Ristorazione SpA: canteens



Milano Sport SpA: sports and recreational services



Milano Mare SpA: management of the Milan-Genoa motorway



AFM SpA: pharmacy management
42

The project of the Public sector group
The public institution decides how many companies / agencies /
companies to establish, with what mission and which degree of
autonomy (eg how many UN agencies are appropriate? UNICEF,
FAO, OMS, etc.)
The two main relevant dimensions for the definition of the type of
agency / company / public enterprise are:


Mono / inter institutional (depending on the actors involved): Broader territories
or smaller territories? Vertical integration (eg Trenitalia and local transport) or
horizontal (eg ATO water) or intersectoral (social-health: ULSS Veneto) Public
partners or public-private partnerships (PPP)



Mono / multi-function (depending on the heterogeneity of the mission): search
for economies of specialization (eg agency with exclusive focus on development
cooperation) or administrative and fiscal advantages (cross-subsidiarity between
services)

How to govern a public sector group
The "parent" institutions direct and govern the agencies / companies /
controlled companies exercising the regulatory functions (only for the
State and the regions), owned and commissioned
 In the exercise of the regulation functions the focus is: - on the degree of liberalization
/ competition, - on the nature of the sector or activities
 In the exercise of the ownership function, the focus of the control is above all on the
enhancement of the patrimony and the search for the economic financial (or profit)
balance
 In the exercise of the commissioning function, the focus of the control is above all on:
effectiveness and fairness of services against the transferred economic contribution

The last two functions have partly conflicting objectives. Sometimes in
the AP there is an excessive focus on the function of ownership (easily
measurable) and that of commissioning is neglected (difficult to
measure and politically sensitive/sensibile)

Governance for public sector entities


ADJUSTMENT INSTRUMENTS:
1. Read
2. implementing regulations
3. guidelines



INSTRUMENTS FOR THE EXERCISE OF THE PROPERTY FUNCTION:
1. definition and composition of the public group: strategic or operational boundaries of each
company
2. approval of company statutes and regulations: role and number of bodies (steering
committee, BoD, auditors)
3. appointment of the members of the governing bodies (committees, BoD, president) and of
the management
4. economic-financial control and balance sheet approval



INSTRUMENTS FOR THE EXERCISE OF THE CLIENT FUNCTION:
1. service concession
2. concertation and control of the service contract
3. financing / contribution of services with possible rewards and disincentives
4. monitoring the level of user satisfactionutenti

Code of public sector companies
(riforma Madia)
Implements the art. 18 of the Law of 7 August 2015, n. 124
"Delegations to the Government regarding the reorganization of
public administrations" (the Code of the Ministry of Public
Administration Reform)
Scope of application: joint-stock companies that are wholly or
partially owned, directly or indirectly, by public administrations
(Article 1, paragraph 2 of Legislative Decree 165/2001)
The act requires to all the companies controlled by public sector
entities to draw up a “Report on Corporate Governance”

Service contract
The service contract defines: service standards, the criteria for defining
user priorities, output objectives and expected outcomes share of
participation by the public client
For example, in the local public transport sector:


routes and frequency of vehicles => Km to go



public contribution for KM



objectives of punctuality, cleanliness, safety Prediction of incentives related to the
achievement of objectives



Definition of tariffse
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Service contract
The difficulty in using the service contract depends on the
control mechanism (contents, structure and bodies that
exercise it): most of the information, technostructures and
operational know-how are held by the producer and not
by the public client Possible solutions: - the activation of a
specific organizational unit of the client - control and
certification of data sent to the client - maintaining public
control of the production company and the subsequent
appointment of trusted management - monitoring the
degree of user satisfaction carried out directly by the
customer
48

